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Volatus Infrastructure Signs MOU with LEO Flight 
Volatus signs MOU with LEO Flight to provide infrastructure and charging support 

 

Neenah, WI – September 7, 2023—Volatus Infrastructure, LLC signed a memorandum of 

understanding (MOU) to work with LEO Flight to provide manufacturing support of LEO’s wireless 

VertiStop charging technology. Volatus will also supply the Indiana-based electric vertical take-off and 

landing (eVTOL) vehicle manufacturer with vertiport infrastructure.  

“The Volatus team is honored to fulfill LEO’s eVTOL infrastructure needs and excited to partner 

on their VertiStop charging technology to help bring an even more complete charging solution to the 

industry,” said Grant Fisk, Volatus Infrastructure Co-Founder. 

"Our partnership with Volatus seamlessly blends the freedom and speed of the LEO Coupe flying 

car with the assurance of widespread, convenient charging points. The LEO Flight VertiStop is a 

compact, fast-charging and landing platform that can be rapidly put into service on existing rooftops and 

parking areas, to create instant infrastructure for LEO Coupe travel,” said Carlos Salaff, LEO Flight Co-

Founder. 

LEO Flight Corporation is the world's first electric jet flying car company. The LEO Coupe is the 

world's premier fully-electric, eVTOL flying car. Designed for personal ownership, it pushes the 

boundaries of safety, performance and practicality, making it an ideal large-scale transportation solution 

for densely-populated areas. The LEO Coupe's projected specs—no exposed propellers, 200mph cruise 

speed, 250 mile range—represent a major step forward in the development of Jetsons-era mobility. 

Founded in 2021, Volatus Infrastructure, LLC is connecting communities to the future with best-

in-class eVTOL infrastructure technology to ensure society is ready for the future. Volatus offers three 

main eVTOL infrastructure designs, a vehicle agnostic charging station, plus an app and maintenance 

programs. By tailoring to specific needs while incorporating the latest technologies their work positively 

impacts clients and the communities they serve. Join the future with Volatus Infrastructure.  
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